Incorporating
When Energy is
Used in the HERS
Index
Rationale and Policy Choices

Findings of RESNET Working Group
•

RESNET should develop new methods of weighting
hourly energy consumption differently depending on
time, location, and weather
•

•

RESNET should partner with other parties to develop the
weighting factors

RESNET should seek to harmonize in both directions
with California’s efforts
•

RESNET should also try to harmonize with other organizations,
such as ASHRAE

•

RESNET may offer more than one primary index of
performance (no decision yet)

•

RESNET should establish operational assumptions for
energy modeling of different types of controls that can
alter the time of energy use

Commonly Used Metrics for Building Energy

Site energy

Source energy

Normalized modified loads
(residential only)
• Used in HERS ratings and the
IECC 2015 and 2018

Emissions-weighted
energy

Cost-weighted energy
• Energy cost is used heavily by
ASHRAE
• Time dependent valuation of
energy (TDV)
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Metrics Allow Adding Different Forms of Energy
…historically gas and electricity; BUT
Electricity at 8 am is becoming (already is in
California and northward) a different energy form
than electricity at 7 pm
This will be true universally soon
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What Do We Care About?

Cost
Emissions

Normalized, Modified Loads (nMEUL)
Designed to assure fuel neutrality: changing from gas
to electric for heating and water heating will not
change the HERS score
•

This is assured for high efficiency equipment and for low
efficiency equipment

Mathematically, this is like solving 4 equations in 4
unknowns: this metric is the only possible way to
assure this outcome
The outcome of nMEUL is similar to that of a cost or
source energy metric
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Conflicts between the outcomes of different
metrics
1. Fuel choice for heating
•

•

Historically, nMEUL, source energy, and cost have tracked
emissions pretty well.
But now, the two offer divergent results on the choice of
heating fuel (see next slide)

2. Current HERS Index/ERI doesn’t credit savings
from shifting the time of use.
1.

This limits the options for lowering HERS scores and ERI
ratings

Which is cleaner: electric or gas heat?
Total electricity
Emissions
1.9 MT
2020
CO2e

2045
ZERO

1.1 MT
CO2e

Heat pump
300% eff.

30 MMBTU
heat

50% eff.

0.8 MT
CO2e
Gas furnace
80% eff.

3.6 MT
CO2e

Total gas emissions

Methane leakage (2.3%*)

Combustion

1.6 MT
CO2e

2.0 MT
CO2e
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NRDC calculations, climate zone 13 Fresno

* Alvarez A. et al, Science, 2018

Emissions: fuel matters!
Electrification offers pathway to emissions-free heat as CA grid gets cleaner

Carbon content of delivered heat (tCO2/MMBTU)

0.12

Electric resistance (COP
0.96)

0.10

Gas, storage tank (COP 0.6)

0.08

Gas, tankless condensing (COP 0.95)
0.06

0.04

Electric heat pump (COP 2.7)
0.02

0.00
0%

20%

40%
60%
% Renewable electricity (long-run marginal)

80%

1) Not including fugitive methane emissions, which may roughly double GHG emissions from gas
2) With 45%-efficient combined cycle gas plant as long-run marginal resource

100%

Diurnal Variation: the “Duck Curve”
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This is the duck: (net electricity loads in
California vs. time of day)

Emissions intensity varies dramatically in a day
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CA Grid Emissions Intensity (kg CO2e/kWh)

June 2018

0.0

Grid Emissions Intensity

ØMust count emissions at the time they occur (hourly)
ØThe grid isn’t an emissions “bank” (annual netting)
Source: CPUC Avoided Cost Calculator 2018
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Energy efficiency remains essential to address annual variation

Potential Shift to Winter Peak Under
High Electrification Scenario

NEEP: Northeastern Regional Assessment of
Strategic Electrification, July 2017
https://neep.org/strategic-electrification-regional-assessment
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Building design evaluation should include load shape
predictions so that fixed and adjustable building
features can be incorporated to manage load shape.

Energy
Modeling
3D Electric Profile, Full Year

Building Load
Curve

Peak Shift
ADR

Storage

Base Load

Load Factor
Energy Efficiency

Teaching the Duck to Fly”

We are learning how to teach the duck to fly
• But there is no incentive in codes and rating to do
so!
• RESNET will be working on doing this
INCREMENTALLY
•

Because the task is large and we don’t want to delay the
easier parts to get everything right at once

•

And because we may get to the right answer through notquite-right (not better than doing nothing) first attempts

Policy Questions for RESNET
Do we want the HERS score to reflect ONLY the
environmental consequences of home energy use?

•
•

or do we want to offer the original HERS index side by side
with a HERS-CO2 index?

How do we change the HERS score to credit
designs and technologies that teach the duck to
fly: that reduce emissions at the power plant
without reducing annual energy use on the
meter?

•

•

AND do we want also to credit fuel choices that minimize
emissions?

Policy Questions for evaluation
How can we minimize the impacts of making a nonoptimal choice of metrics?
•

We could make it affect real world choices only to second order

•

We can maximize it by setting a target energy use according to
a (any) specified metric
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How to change Fuel Metrics for the HERS
Index (and ERI, ASHRAE 90.2…)
•

•

Goals are:
•

Minimize change at typical ERI score (IECC or 90.2 levels)

•

Remain more-or-less fuel neutral at typical scores Rely on only
one reference home

Hypothesis:
•

These goals cannot be met using a 2006 reference house

•

But they could be met by defining a reference house based on
the 2021 IECC or ASHRAE 90.2
•

•

Because the ERI values in that code were based on welldefined homes for both gas and electric.
Thus we can define the reference home as getting the score for
that climate zone that is in the 2015 code and using the HVAC
efficiencies in the all-electric home and define the gas source
multiplier such that the gas home with its HVAC meets code.

Questions?

David B. Goldstein, Ph.D.
dgoldstein@nrdc.org
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Additional Resources

Source (or Primary) Energy
Source energy more accurately accounts for the
impact of energy use in buildings than site energy
•

It can prevent sub-optimization in cases such as combined heat
and power or external chilled water

But it assumes one MJ of coal is worth the same as
one MJ of gas or perhaps of wind
•

How should renewables be counted?

Source energy can lead to inappropriate guidance if
source multipliers are calculated on the average
rather than by marginal impact
Source energy now varies by time of day and season
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Source (or Primary) Energy
DOE published a new methodology to account for
renewables in source energy
•

DOE “Accounting Methodology for Source Energy of NonCombustible Renewable Electricity Generation”, 2016

•

Source energy ratio converges to 1 as renewable penetration
reaches 100%

•

Lends itself to marginal and hourly accounting
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What the question is defines what the right
answer is
How are utility-scale renewables counted?
•

Source multiplier of ~4 if you want to compare energy in wind
and sunshine with energy in coal or gas

•

Source multiplier of ~1 if you want to consider the amount of
energy produced

•

Source multiplier of ~0 if you want to look at impacts of end use
energy on use of traditional sources

RESNET defines the source multiplier for on-site
renewable generation as 0
•

Why should this not be the right answer for utility-side
renewables?
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Cost-Weighted Energy
ASHRAE has used this method in Standard 90.1 since 1989
It sends the proper message to the owner and to society
concerning energy tradeoffs in their utility bills
Quantitatively it has led to similar results compared to
source energy, although this is becoming untrue now
•

Electricity is becoming “expensive” compared to gas

•

Site PV is becoming “inexpensive” compared to delivered electricity
but its costs should not be ignored

Cost can also be considered a surrogate for quality of the
energy source (low entropy): 1 kWh of electricity can do
more than 1 kWh of fuel; 1 kWh of renewables can, too
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Emissions-Weighted Energy
This metric is becoming more important as the world
imposes carbon emissions limits
Tracks costs historically, but will no longer do so
Incremental impact of load changes is difficult (meaning
“expensive”) to compute:
•

Interaction between renewables portfolio standards, dispatch order,
and profile of new power plants versus existing

•

Demand Response of a building will change the answer

•

Emissions weighting is approaching site energy in its calculation on
the North American West Coast: “source multipliers” below 1 are
foreseeable

Note that carbon may not be the only pollutant of
interest
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Why transition to a carbon metric?
Marginal rates of source energy conversion, emissions,
and costs add complication
•

But failing to account for this complication leads to inaccuracies:

For some uses of energy and times of day or year, the
source, emissions, or cost impacts may depend on
shortages of power or excess potential generation from
wind and solar:
•

If a given building can absorb renewables when the otherwise would
have been curtailed, or prevent the operation of expensive peaking
power plants, they make the utility system more energy efficient.

Some uses of electricity may be supplied mainly by zeroemissions sources, but that still does not justify using
them inefficiently
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Goodhart’s Law
“Any observed statistical regularity will tend to
collapse once pressure is placed upon it for control
purposes”
Thus, if we set up cost or source or emissions
multipliers based on impacts that are in a businessas-usual case, the response of building designers may
render them incorrect.
This suggests we project the values of multipliers
assuming that the use of the buildings metrics will
cause them to be realized
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GHG emissions accounting: key principles
System view: avoided emissions
Emissions factors: average è marginal
Marginal accounting methodologies:
Short-run (“dispatch”)
marginal

Behavior (small-scale grid
impact)

Long-run (“build”) marginal

Policy (large-scale grid impact)

Why it matters:
Ø

From long-run marginal perspective, efficient and flexible electrification
already beneficial in most/all U.S. regions, even in coal-dominated grids

Ø

Will become more so as new generation becomes increasingly renewable

Reference: Hawkes 2014, “Long-run marginal CO2 emissions factors in national electricity systems”
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Conclusions
One metric may not be enough
The metrics most related to what most people care about
are cost and emissions
Until recently all metrics (except site energy) led to
similar conclusions
Now they are diverging: as regional grids decarbonize,
electricity is favored by the emissions metric and
disfavored by the cost metric
New metrics vary with time of year, and should credit
home designs that optimize timing of energy use
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Recommendations
The two most meaningful metrics are cost and
emissions, since those measure what most people
care about
Time-varying source energy will give almost the
same answer as time-varying emissions weighting.
Time-varying cost will give significantly different
answers for multi-fuel homes
Thus, RESNET should explore adding or substituting a
time-varying carbon or source energy metric

How to change Fuel Metrics for ASHRAE
90.2 and RESNET 300
•

•

Goals are:
•

Minimize change at typical ERI score (IECC or 90.2 levels)

•

Remain more-or-less fuel neutral at typical scores Rely on only
one reference home

Hypothesis:
•

These goals cannot be met using a 2006 reference house

•

But they could be met by defining a reference house based on
the 2015 IECC or ASHRAE 90.2
•

•

Because the ERI values in that code were based on welldefined homes for both gas and electric.
Thus we can define the reference home as getting the score for
that climate zone that is in the 2015 code and using the HVAC
efficiencies in the all-electric home and define the gas source
multiplier such that the gas home with its HVAC meets code.

Toward Zero Net Energy 2.0
ZNE 2.0 = Zero Net Emissions (ZNE)
or Zero Emissions Buildings (ZEB)
Ø Zero Annual Energy è Zero Hourly Emissions
Ø 2 key differences:
1. Energy è Emissions

2. Annual è Hourly
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Fuel matters!
Electric Heat Offers Pathway To Zero Emissions
Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Energy Use
of Title 24 2019-Compliant Building
6

Gas-heated building

Electric-heated building
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NRDC analysis, climate zone 13 (Fresno) with
rooftop solar. Including methane leakage
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Zero
emissions!
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